Asset upgrade
The latest ABB hard-bus retrofill solution

OneFit
OneFit is the latest ABB hard-bus retrofill design concept, embedding an integrally safe plug-in technology to easily connect the new breaker to a wide range of existing non-ABB panels.

OneFit retrofill solution is composed by an adaptation kit and a standard withdrawable apparatus. This approach allows having benefits both in short and long term perspective:

- equipment and spare parts are interchangeable with new ABB extension panels and additional switchgear
- apparatus are reusable in future ABB replacement switchgear providing an optimized investment to next substation renewal.

www.abb.com

1. Basement
2. Shutter
3. Frame
4. Copper Adaption System
5. Insulating shell
6. Insulating plate
7. Standard apparatus
8. Door (on request)
9. Existing switchgear
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OneFit is the latest ABB hard-bus retrofill design concept, embedding an integrally safe plug-in technology to easily connect the new breaker to a wide range of existing non-ABB panels.

OneFit range is composed by four packages at increased technological content targeting personnel safety and switchgear renewal:

- **OneFit** The true retrofill solution
- **OneFit Safety** Personnel protection increase with closed door racking operation
- **OneFit Safety Plus** Remote control moves to a new operational safety level
- **OneFit eSafety Plus** Integral equipment revamping

Keep the original standard ... increase the personal safety ... renew the switchgear